




.Require no special forging techniques or practices

.Do not require heat treatment.

.Do not distort during processing

.Do not require straightening,

.Are almost free from internal stresses.

.Are amenable to high production practices.

.Are easy to machine and can reduce machining costs.

.Can be supplied to high dimensional tolerances

. Have a high strerlgth

.Have greater uniformity of properties

. Have high fatigue resistance.

.Reduce tool wear .

.Have lower initial steel cost than heat treated alloy steels,

.Can be pressed or hammer forged without special practices,

.Increase productivity

.Reduce rejects.

.Reduce inventories and financing costs,

.Can be induction hardened

.Can be nitrided without distortion
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A VOID COSTS OF ...

...Heat Treatment.

When forgings are produced from ''as forged" Vanadium steels the heat treatment
processes are unnecessary and savings result from:-

.Operation and maintenance of

instrumentation

.Labour

.Amortisation costs for furnaces

and buildings

.Fuel for heating heat treatment

and tempering furnaces

.Refractories

.Maintenance of burners and

handling equipment

Straightening.

When forgings are made with ''as forged" Vanadium steels distortion
arising from the heat treatment does not occur and consequently the
straightening operations become unnecessary so that the costs for
operating the straightening presses are avoided.

REDUCE COSTS OF ...

...Handling

When Vanadium ''as forged" steels are used the forgings are taken directly from
the forge hammer or press to the machine shop thus avoiding the costs of trans-
porting them to the heat treatment shop, and within the heat treatment shop.

...Inventory and Financing

When forgings are made from ''as forged" Vanadium steels they go directly from the forge
to the machine shop and do not have to be stored awaiting heat treatment, tempering and
straightening. The "in track" time therefore is shorter and inventories are lower and thus
financing costs are reduced.

,.. Raw Material

Although many heat treated components are made from carbon steels,
the heavier forgings and those made to high tensile grades required alloy
additions including molybdenum or chromium. The cost of the small
amount of vanadium added to the ''as Forged" steels is much lower than
the cost of molybdenum and chromium additions so that the alloy costs are
reduced.
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